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INTRODUCTION 
• Medium resolution LiDAR (~10 pts/m2) and high resolution imagery 

(9 cm pixel) provided by surveying company (MNG Survey) 

• New and existing maps in hills east of Perth 

• Originally planned for Easter 2019, but due to access issues now to be used in 2020 

• Gently sloping to steep terrain on granite 

• Eucalyptus woodlands with open to very thick understorey 



CREATING THE ATTRIBUTES 
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Refer also to David George paper: Creating a base map from LIDAR data 2017 



~30 km2 

9 cm pixel resolution 
700 MB .ecw file (about  15GB uncompressed ) 
Georeferenced: MGA94, UTM Zone 50S 
 

   DATASETS:  AERIAL IMAGE 



Adjusting mage contrast 
The ECW file was extracted into 12 Geotiffs matching the 12 LIDAR tiles 
The original image was very dark, but editing the Geotiff for contrast etc. in am image editor 
resulted in loss of georeferencing information. 
SOLUTION: Create  GEOTIFF world file  using QGIS, and use the world file (TWF) with the 
adjusted TIFF file in OCAD. 
 

  DATASETS:  IMAGE 



CREATING THE ATTRIBUTES 



  DATASETS: LIDAR 

The LAS files were 
delivered in 11 tiles to 
make the data analysis 
manageable. 
 
Tiles ranged in size from 
1MB (Tile 10) to 1.3 GB 
(Tiles 5 and 8) 



  ATTRIBUTES: CONTOURS 

5m contours, formlines 
and knolls 
 
Index contours in dark 
green 
 
Created using 
Karttapullauttin  
(Pullauttin) default 
settings 
 



 ATTRIBUTES: SUNSHADED DEM 

Sun angle: From NW at 45 
degrees above horizon 
 
Created using OCAD 12 



 ATTRIBUTES:  STREAMS 
Digitised by hand in OCAD using inputs from sunshaded DEM,  
aerial image and detailed contours.   



 ATTRIBUTES: TRACKS 

Digitised by hand in OCAD using inputs 
from sunshaded DEM and aerial image.   



 ATTRIBUTES:  CLIFFS 
Passable cliffs in purple 
Impassable cliffs in blue 
 
Created using OL Laser 
using customised settings: 
Min. angle 45o 

Min. height 1m 
Min. length 2 m 
 
NOTE: Small boulders 
often not identified 
 
As OL Laser is a 32-bit 
program, LAS files need to 
be about 500MB or less in 
size.  LAZ files OK? 



 ATTRIBUTES: BOULDERS 

Obvious boulders 
missed by OL Laser 
digitised by hand in 
OCAD using inputs 
from sunshaded 
DEM and aerial 
image.  Many 
boulders still not 
captured, and this is 
an area that needs 
research. 
 
Some fallen trees 
also added. 
 



Digitised by hand in 
OCAD using aerial 
image 

 

 ATTRIBUTES:  ROCK SURFACES 



 ATTRIBUTES: VEGETATION 
Green and yellow created using Pullauttin using customised settings to highlight the green 
and more accurately represent clearings 

DEFAULT SETTINGS CUSTOMISED SETTINGS 



 ATTRIBUTES: CADASTRE and MAGNETIC NORTH 

Legal property 
boundaries and magnetic 
north lines (in WA 1.5 
degrees west of grid 
north) added. 





  BASE MAP: 

All layers combined in OCAD 12 file and exported as pdfs 
for printing and laminating at A4. 



FINAL product ready for 
printing and laminating 



  MAPPER REVIEW (Alex Tarr) 

The full review document is available from Mapper, Alex Tarr 
KEY POINTS: 
 
CONTOURS  
General worked well 
 
The LIDAR contours were dropped directly into the final map which saved time.  
Splitting the base Lidar file created a problem with using the contour only file 
directly into the final drawn map, with the need to merge contours between tiles. 
  
Other changes involved adding minor knolls and removing or changing a large 
number of irrelevant contours (invisible gullies, minor contour aberrations, 
contours caused by thickets).  

  MAPPER REVIEW 



BARE ROCK 
This appears on the LIDAR vegetation plot as a clearing.  
The  actual bare rock often occurs as a specific part of a clearing with convoluted 
boundaries.  
These boundaries were obvious on the photos and their plotting on the base made 
fieldwork much more efficient. 

BLUE FEATURES  
A feature of the area is very winding watercourses in the valleys. These were clearly 
visible on the shaded DEM. There were virtually no changes except for deciding which 
category of watercourse and for deleting a few where there was no sign of a channel  

  MAPPER REVIEW 



GREEN VEGETATION 
The single major mapping problem  was the classification of vegetation.  
 
Being a natural forest there were few discernible boundaries between vegetation types 
and no single plant variety that could be classed as a particular shade of green.  
 
The exception was parrot bush on the remnant laterite outcrops which the LIDAR 
picked out accurately in both light and medium green.  
 
It was expected that grasstrees would be a major mapping problem in the area. 
However, the grasstrees were insignificant compared to a heath community which 
varied from 0.5 to 3 metres in height. The height often could not be determined until 
the fieldworker was immersed in it and trying to decide which of four symbols of green 
best matched the terrain.  
 

  MAPPER REVIEW 



GREEN VEGETATION 
Three shades of green appeared on the base. Light green was virtually meaningless in 
that it had no predictive value in indicating the presence of green.  
Medium and dark green on the base related better to thicker bush. Nothing on the 
base gave any indication of areas mapped as wide or narrow green stripe. To the 
mapper it appeared that the settings took into account the thickness at the canopy 
rather than at the runner’s level. An example of this was that areas of sheoak were 
always green on the base regardless of runnability.  
 
Vegetation classification will always be the most contentious issue in LIDAR base maps. 
The protocols ideally will concentrate on vegetation thickness between 0.5 and 2.4 
metres (green screens), identify undergrowth to 1.3 metres (green stripes) and show 
edges of forest canopy (for rough open).  
 

  MAPPER REVIEW 



MAN-MADE FEATURES  
Vehicle tracks and motorbike tracks were manually traced onto the base from the 
shaded DEM and with additional tracks from the photos made for an excellent base.  
 
The orienteer will always see more bends in a track than can appear on a base map. 
These minor bends are added by the fieldworker and may involve some exaggeration.  
 
For this reason, it was decided that the track network would not be taken straight to 
the final map but await final classification and viewing in the field.  

  MAPPER REVIEW 


